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Abstract: Neural network models are often used to analyse non-linear systems; here, in cases of small
datasets, we review our complementary approach to deep learning with the purpose of highlighting
the importance and roles (linear, non-linear or threshold) of certain variables (assumed as causal)
in determining the behaviour of a target variable; this also allows us to make predictions for future
scenarios of these causal variables. We present a neural tool endowed with an ensemble strategy and
its applications to influence analyses in terms of pruning, attribution and future predictions (free
code issued). We describe some case studies on climatic applications which show reliable results and
the potentialities of our method for medical studies. The discovery of the importance and role (linear,
non-linear or threshold) of causal variables and the possibility of applying the relationships found to
future scenarios could lead to very interesting applications in medical research and the study and
treatment of cancer, which are proposed in this paper.

Keywords: neural networks; non-linearities; causality analyses; climate; medical applications

1. Introduction

When dealing with a complex system—for example, the human body in interaction
with its environment—it is often difficult to understand what causes certain changes in the
system itself. This is due to the very characteristics of complex systems, which do not have
linear causal relationships among their ‘components’ but often have non-linear, threshold
or even circular relationships, i.e., with feedback.

For complex systems studied by the so-called ‘hard sciences’, one often finds non-linear
equations that link different variables dynamically and thus manage to algorithmically
reduce the complexity. In the environmental sciences, doing this is already difficult, and in
the medical sciences, it is probably even more so. In many of the latter cases, algorithmic
reduction of this complexity must be achieved using data-driven methods.

In any case, once possible causal factors of a change in the system have been identified,
these data-driven methods need to be able to capture the non-linearities and feedback that
exist in the relationships between these variables. These non-linearities are obviously not
‘seen’ by a linear multiple regression but can be captured, at least implicitly, by non-linear
multiple regressions, such as those that can be carried out by neural network (NN) models.

Given this context, much emphasis is now placed on so-called ‘deep learning’, whereby
automated machine learning systems use huge available datasets to find regularities in
the data and possible causal relationships [1]. This activity has even led to speculation
of an ‘end of theory’ [2] and has also been largely applied in medical research (see, for
instance [3,4] and references therein). In general, the first sector to see applications of deep
learning was clinical image analysis, obviously due to the large amount of data available.
Today, deep learning is still widely used with success for this sector in particular, along
with the analysis of biosignals, i.e., the set of all the electrical, mechanical and thermal
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signals produced by a human body. Moreover, deep learning has recently been applied in
biomedicine, the set of disciplines that study molecules involved in biological processes,
and in the analysis of so-called ‘electronic health records’, the standard digital version of
the patients’ health records, although here with more difficulty due to the heterogeneity of
the data. Obviously, by now, all areas of medical science where a large amount of data is
available are involved in these deep learning analyses.

However, at least two problems arise here: Firstly, these huge systems (with many
hidden layers) are certainly useful for discovering unsuspected relationships between
apparently unconnected variables, but, usually, the stability of the systems requires quasi-
linear transfer functions. Therefore, the relationships that are found are also quasi-linear
(which can hide the real non-linear behaviour). Secondly, in environmental and medical
sciences, there are often insufficient amounts of data available to make use of deep learning.

For all these reasons, a few years ago, one of us (A.P.) developed an NN modelling tool
for small datasets [5], with an approach that can be considered complementary to that of
deep learning: small NNs with just one hidden layer, highly non-linear transfer functions,
and the possibility of highlighting non-linear links well. Furthermore, an ensemble strategy
has given this tool the characteristics of reliability and robustness in its results.

In this paper, we present some methods of applying this tool (pruning, attribution and
prediction), which have already been tried and tested in the climatic and environmental
fields (see, e.g., [6–8]), and which make it possible to highlight the importance and roles
(linear, non-linear or threshold) of certain causal variables in determining the behaviour
of a target variable. This permits predictions of the target variable to be made for future
scenarios of the causal variables, too. The tool has already been used in the biomedical field
(see the many citations of paper [5], for instance, refs. [9–15]), but not with these specific
applications, which can be very useful.

In short, the scope of this paper is to provide and discuss the application methods of a
tool that can be used in all those fields in which our theoretical knowledge of the complex
system of interest is insufficient for a detailed dynamical study of the causal relationships
between different system variables. Obviously, the occurrence of diseases, including
cancers, and their relationship to genetic, environmental or lifestyle causal variables is a
topic to which this tool can certainly be applied and where it can yield interesting results.

The codes of the tool’s applications are freely downloadable: see the Data Availability
Statement in the Footnotes.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the NN tool in its basic
features; in Section 3, the application methods for discovering the importance (linear,
non-linear or threshold) of causal variables on climatic and environmental examples are
explored; in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, application possibilities in the medical field are
discussed and brief conclusions are drawn.

2. The NN Tool

When trying to achieve algorithmic reduction with a statistical model and small
datasets, we often run the risk of finding unrealistic and unreliable relationships between
causal variables and a variable representing the effect being studied. This is also the case
with neural models, where we must avoid overfitting to obtain realistic relationships, and
we must minimise the role of variability (due to the random choice of initial weights) to
obtain reliable results. The tool presented here seeks precisely to avoid these problems. In
the present paper, we describe NNs and this tool conceptually; for more technical details,
see [5].

The NN models used in the tool are fairly standard, i.e., feedforward networks with
backpropagation training; see [16,17] for the fundamentals of these kinds of networks
(multi-layer perceptrons: MLPs). These networks possess just one hidden layer, as it is suf-
ficient to approximate any continuous function [18,19]. The hidden neurons are endowed
with hyperbolic tangent transfer functions, while the single output neuron is endowed with
a linear one. In the latest applications of the tool, the training technique has been modified
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with respect to the original one described in [5]: a further improvement was made for the
analysis of small datasets. We now use the Broyden–Fletcher–Golfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algo-
rithm [20], which shows better performance than the standard backpropagation. The usual
way to obtain a non-linear relationship between inputs and targets (to be approximated by
outputs), which is generally valid, is to divide the total dataset into three subsets and apply
a training–validation–testing procedure. The connection weights (i.e., the free parameters
of the NNs) are fixed on the training set by stopping the training phase when the error
on the validation set begins to increase; then, the model performance is measured on a
third set, unknown to the NNs—the so-called test set. In our tool, developed for analysing
small datasets, a generalised leave-one-out procedure is adopted for the phases of training,
validation and testing.

This procedure is depicted in Figure 1. In our complete dataset, formed by a number of
input–target pairs (patterns), we extract a single input–target pattern and consider it as the
test set. Then, a validation set is randomly chosen, and the remaining patterns constitute
the training set. At the end of all the epochs (iterations) of an NN run, the model is able to
fix the connection weights, and a transfer function from inputs to output is obtained. But
this result can be influenced by the specific random choices of the initial weights and of the
members of the validation set. Thus, the NN tool performs multiple runs in an ensemble
approach by choosing different random values for weights and members of the validation
set. This allows us to calculate the ensemble mean of the outputs and ‘average away’ the
intrinsic variability of the NN results.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the generalised leave-one-out procedure (from [7]).

After this reconstruction of one value of the target, the procedure is followed again for
all the other patterns; each of them becomes, sequentially, the test set. As a final result, at
the end of this generalised leave-one-out procedure, we are able to achieve the estimation
of all output values and ensemble means.

Inside this tool, standard multilinear regressions are also performed to form a bench-
mark, which permits us to evaluate the specific value added by the use of NNs in the
analyses. In these linear analyses, we adopt the same approach to training: for each single
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pattern, the coefficients of the linear regression are fixed on the other data (the union of
the training and validation sets used in the NN method). Thus, the linear model can fix its
coefficients on more data (this is an advantage with respect to the NN model); as a result,
and as we show in the following, the better performance of the NNs is even more notable.
Obviously, in the linear model, no ensemble strategy is required.

3. Environmental Applications of the Tool and Results

As mentioned earlier, neural network models are now widely used in the environmen-
tal sciences, and our tool in particular has been mainly applied in the climate field. Only
three examples are given here to illustrate some of the application methods. These make
it possible to identify the importance/role (linear, non-linear or threshold) of the causal
variables in determining the behaviour of the target variable and to obtain predictions of
the value of the target variable for future scenarios of the causal variables.

3.1. Importance and Roles of the Causal Variables (Pruning)

The first example we present follows the discussion in [7]. There, the problem was to
understand the importance and role of climatic influences on human migration from the
Sahel Belt to Italy in the period 1995–2009.

The data available for this analysis in our dataset were the annual flows of migrants
from the ten Sahel countries to Italy (our target to be reconstructed by means of the
NN model using climate data) and the data of direct and indirect climatic influences (our
inputs). In particular, the latter were the annual mean temperature, annual mean cumulated
precipitation, number of hours with a temperature higher than 30 ◦C during the growing
season of crops, and, finally, cereal yields, which represent an indirect climate effect, as
they are themselves influenced by the climate. We built a dataset composed of the annual
patterns of four inputs and one output for each country.

The application of our tool led to several interesting results. Firstly, the reconstruction
of migration data (using our non-linear neural model and climatic data as inputs) led to
an explained variance close to 80% in terms of the ensemble mean performance, whereas
the analogous linear multiple regression stopped at just over 60% (see Table 1 below).
In Figure 2, we show a graphical view of the NN outputs in terms of the logarithm of
the migration rate, defined as the annual migration flow from the origin country to Italy
divided by the population of the country of origin in the same year. Given the lack of more
social variables in our dataset that may have an influence on migration, the neural result
surely looks good. Furthermore, the big difference in the explained variances of the NNs
and multilinear regression already shows that the relationship between our inputs and the
target is highly non-linear.

Table 1. Performance (in terms of R2) of migration rate estimation by NNs (ensemble means) and
multilinear regressions for the complete runs and for pruned models (from [7]).

Inputs Target NN (R2) Multilinear (R2)

Prec.—temp.—# hours T > 30 ◦C—yield ln(MigRate) 0.775 0.626
Prec.—temp.—# hours T > 30 ◦C ln(MigRate) 0.671 0.611

Prec.—temp.—yield ln(MigRate) 0.683 0.632
Prec.—# hours T > 30 ◦C—yield ln(MigRate) 0.361 0.085

Temp.—# hours T > 30 ◦C—yield ln(MigRate) 0.715 0.447

But is it possible to quantify the role of the individual input variables in the reconstruc-
tion of the target? In a linear model, their weight can be identified through the coefficients
associated with the individual variables in the multiple regression. In a neural model,
following this path—via the evaluation of the weights associated with the connections—is
much more complicated and often does not lead to reliable results. Therefore, in our tool’s
applications, we follow a different path: that of pruning (or attribution, see later).
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Pruning means that we exclude the input variables in turn from the input layer and
run the NN models again with more little networks, in order to test which inputs have a
dominant role in achieving a correct estimate of the observed target data. The greater the
decrease in performance when we extract a variable from the input, the more that variable
‘drives’ the behaviour of the target. In the meantime, by also pruning the linear model, we
are able to investigate and identify specific linear and non-linear influences, too. If, when
we remove a variable, the performances of the NNs and multilinear regressions become
similar (and those of the multilinear model possibly change very little), then that variable
plays an important non-linear role. Table 1 shows an example of the performance results of
unpruned and pruned networks in the migration study (here, for simplicity, we adopted
only R2 as a measure of performance, but in the original papers, we also used others, e.g.,
the receiver operating characteristic—ROC—curve).

In this case, temperature is clearly the most influential variable on the migration rate,
due to a strong decrease in the performance of both the NN and linear models when it was
excluded from the input layer. The decrease in performance was less marked when other
variables were extracted from the input layer. However, it is worthwhile to note that harvest
yields and the number of hours with T > 30 ◦C have a clear non-linear role. In the case of their
exclusion from the inputs, in fact, the performance of the multilinear model changed very
little, and the performance of the NN model became very close to that of the linear one.

Of course, in each field of application, it is up to the researchers applying this tool to
extract knowledge from these statistical results. In this case, for instance, it is clear that the
average annual temperature strongly influences migration, but how? Another analysis of the
same study shows that this mean temperature does not affect yields very much; therefore, its
large observed increases could directly affect humans and animals. In this respect, it is very
important to have noted the strong non-linear role of the hours of temperature exceeding 30
◦C during the harvest period, because this variable is a proxy for the duration of a climatic
phenomenon—the heat wave—so that there may be a threshold effect on crops, and also on
the heat tolerance of humans and animals, induced by these heat waves.

Studies are now in progress to better identify the values of the threshold in variables
showing non-linear relationships with the target.

3.2. Importance and Roles of the Causal Variables (Attribution)

We now describe an alternative way of understanding the role of the individual causal
variables on the target variable, which also allows simulations of the latter’s behaviour
if the former have different values and trends. These simulations have been carried out
for climate attribution studies, and we will use one of them here to exemplify the method;
see [6] for further details.
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A very important problem in recent climate research has been to understand what
has caused the rapid rise in the global mean temperature over the last 60 years. To do
this, dynamical models (global climate models—GCMs) have been used, which have
shown that without the increase in CO2 and other greenhouse gases (GHGs), recent global
warming would not have occurred. But, given the complexity of these models, it was
important to analyse this problem with very different (data-driven) models, such as neural
networks and Granger causality models, to test the robustness of their results (see [21,22]
and references therein).

As far as NN models are concerned, the concept with which we applied our tool to
attribution studies is very simple. At the end of training, our networks found the best
weights to reconstruct the trend of the target (over time) according to the input values that
occurred in reality. Once these values have been fixed, we have thus found a ‘law’ that
reconstructs the links between the inputs and the target, a law that we can consider valid
in general. We can therefore apply it to values of the inputs other than those observed
in historical reality, thus simulating different situations that could have occurred and
obtaining the related values of the output variable. For instance, if we input to the network
with fixed weights a constant or stationary value for one variable and real observed values
for all the others, we will see the effect of real variations in the first variable on the target
variable and will thus be able to understand its role in the evolution of the target (see the
following example).

In the climate attribution example given in [6], the target was the global mean tem-
perature, and the causal variables (expressed in terms of radiative forcings) were external
natural influences (Sun and volcanoes) and anthropogenic ones (GHGs, black carbon (BC)
and sulphate aerosols). In the latter forcings, GHGs and BC have a warming effect, while
sulphates have a cooling one. Each of these causal variables has had a certain trend over
time since 1850, and we estimated this from observations. But what would have happened
if one of these trends had been different, e.g., constant or stationary? A first answer is in
Figure 3, taken from [6].
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In terms of the ensemble means of our NN runs, Figure 3 shows the very good
performance of our NN models in reconstructing the real behaviour of temperature when
the real trends of all forcings were considered (see how the black and red lines are close).
The light blue line shows the further increase in temperature that would have occurred
over the last century if sulphates had remained constant at their 1850 value. The blue and
green lines come from runs where constant values for the inputs of GHGs and GHGs + BC
radiative forcings, respectively, were propagated along the network with fixed weights.
This last result shows that without the increase in anthropogenic warming factors, the recent
global warming would not have occurred, so humans are responsible for this warming.
This result corroborates the analogous one coming from GCMs.

But what about the influence of observed past changes in solar forcing on the global
temperature? The solar forcing always showed its typical eleven-year cycle but with an
additional increase in power in the first decades of the last century, which continued
into the last decades. We can simulate what would have happened if there had not been
this increase by feeding our fixed-weight neural networks with a synthetic series of solar
forcing (RFSOLSTAT) that is stationary on the values of the first decades of our time series.
The results can be seen in Figure 4. Here, the increasing trend in temperature during
the years 1910–1945 was not caught with stationary power from the Sun, and during
1945–1975 the hiatus temperature was about 0.2 K lower than observed. The hypothesis of
a ‘stationary Sun’ has no detectable influence on the value of the increasing temperature
trend of the last period; this is a new proof that it has been more deeply influenced by
anthropogenic forcings.
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In short, attribution studies allow us to examine the role of a causal variable by
decoupling it from the others in a non-linear model that is able to correctly reconstruct the
observed trend of the target variable.

3.3. Predictions in Future Scenarios

Once we have found a general transfer function from the inputs to the target and
fixed the network weights, we have seen in attribution studies how we can simulate the
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behaviour of the target variable for different values of the inputs, e.g., by placing a constant
or stationary input together with the others with observed values.

At this point, however, nobody forbids exploiting the ‘law’ found through the neural
model to simulate the behaviour of the target variable in very different situations, in
‘scenarios’ in which all input variables change their values. In particular, it is interesting to
do this when one can hypothesise future changes in the trends of the input variables and
wants to analyse what will happen to the values of the target variable.

This approach was recently followed in a climate application [8]. We will therefore
refer to this example to briefly illustrate the potential of this method.

In addition to the finding that recent climate changes are largely driven by human
influences, the climate also has an its own internal variability, due to natural cycles and
oscillations. We are aware of many such examples of natural variability, and even the
so-called Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO) has long been considered a manifestation
of natural variability. Recently, however, studies have shown how AMO may have been
strongly influenced by certain anthropogenic forcings, such as sulphate aerosols.

These studies were always carried out using GCMs. In a recent study [6], however, we
carried out an attribution analysis of AMO using our neural tool. This paper significantly
contributed to the current debate on the natural or anthropogenic origin of AMO. The
results showed how the AMO’s behaviour from 1866 to the present has been strongly
influenced by anthropogenic forcings, with a particular emphasis on the radiative forcing
of human-origin sulphate aerosols.

Now, as is well known, there are future scenarios for anthropogenic forcings, such as
the SSP scenarios of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Phase 6 (CMIP6). We used the
scenarios from one of these models [23] to make future predictions of the AMO’s behaviour
by feeding these data into the networks that had best reconstructed the AMO’s historical
oscillations. Future data of natural forcings were statistically extrapolated, with a couple of
different options for solar radiative forcing; see [8].

The key finding of this study revealed that in all future scenarios, the AMO is expected
to lose its cyclical pattern (see Figure 5). It could only be preserved in a scenario with highly
unrealistic values for sulphate aerosols.
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Figure 5. NN ensemble mean projections of the future behaviour of the AMO index under four SSP
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case of high-power solar radiation hypothesised for the future (from [8]). Black line represents the
historical behaviour of the AMO index.

This study showed how, by incorporating future scenarios for inputs, one can predict
the behaviour of the target variable and come to very important conclusions. If these
scenarios then depend on our actions, we can act to avoid the most damaging scenarios
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(in the context of climate, think of the so-called ‘business as usual’ scenarios for future
global warming).

4. Possible Applications in the Medical Field

The main application of our tool in medical research is probably in the search for
robust non-linear relationships between genetic, environmental or lifestyle factors and the
development of a disease or cancer. The pruning or attribution methods described above
could make it possible to highlight the roles of various factors and possible non-linearities,
e.g., for phenomena affected by thresholds in inputs. Moreover, most of these factors are
modifiable; thus, once a non-linear transfer function between the causes (inputs) and a
disease index (target) has been found, we can also study what would happen in different
scenarios that are possibly conceivable for the future in the case of changes in lifestyles or,
for example, in different pollution or climate scenarios.

Another case where our tool could be very useful is in the study of drug–disease
interaction, especially in the very critical cases of cancer treatments, the success of which
is often measured in the years of survival after surgery. Cases observed in patients with
certain physical characteristics and treatments actually given (as inputs) using our tool
could lead to reliable reports for the reconstruction of their survival years (the possible
target). At this point, numerical experimentation using NNs could be conducted to see
which treatments (and doses) are preferable for other patients with different characteristics
in the input data, in order to increase their survival time. This can be done by the application
of our forecasting strategy.

In general, neural modelling can analyse complex interactions between genetic, en-
vironmental and lifestyle factors to predict an individual’s cancer risk and estimate their
prognosis. These models can capture non-linear relationships that traditional statistical
methods may miss. At present, particular attention is paid to deep learning and its contri-
bution to cancer research; see, for instance [24]. Here, however, we would like to briefly
cite some research sectors in which our neural approach to small datasets can benefit
cancer studies.

Neural modelling can assist in personalising cancer treatment by analysing patient-
specific data, including genetic profiles and treatment responses. This approach can help
to identify the most effective treatment strategies for individuals, for instance, in terms of
personalised chemotherapy selection (see [25] for a problem of this type).

Neural networks can also analyse non-linear interactions within the tumour microen-
vironment, including interactions between cancer cells, immune cells and the extracellular
matrix. This can shed light on tumour behaviour and immune responses, an important
relationship which needs to be deepened; see [26] for a recent review on this topic.

Neural modelling can predict the non-linear responses of cancer cells to various drugs.
Considering the complexity of drug–target interactions, these models can optimise drug
selection for individual patients, including in cases of the use of “non-oncology drugs”,
such as in [27].

Another field in which neural modelling can be very useful is that of non-linear
resistance mechanisms. For instance, our tool can help uncover non-linear resistance
mechanisms affecting cancer therapies, including targeted therapies and immunotherapies,
by considering the interplay between tumour cells and the immune system (see [28] for a
review on this important topic).

Finally, our neural tool performs multiple non-linear regressions, but with a little
modification, it could be adapted for classification problems. In this case, it could also help
with diagnostic analyses (inputs) and their use for the early detection of cancer (the target).
In particular, if databases that are not too small are available, the linear and non-linear
influences of certain inputs on the target could be identified in the analysis values. And
then, along with understanding the role of individual inputs, one could also apply the ‘law’
found to cases of new patients, identifying the eventual onset of cancer. In this manner, a
neural network tool, such as our one, can also analyse multi-modal data, including imaging,
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genomic and clinical data, to improve the accuracy of early cancer detection and screening
programs. Attempts have been made using deep learning (see, for instance [29]), but we
are confident that an accurate preselection of inputs and the use of our robust tool may
contribute to this field.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a neural network tool suitable for non-linear influence
analyses in complex systems with small available datasets (as is often the case with en-
vironmental and health systems), together with its application methods. The latter were
concretely exemplified in some climatic cases, but we believe that the methods discussed
here of pruning, attribution and prediction can also be of great help for medical research
and, in particular, cancer research, as we discussed in the previous section.

In particular, the discovery of the importance and role (linear, non-linear or threshold)
of causal variables and the possibility of applying the relationships found to future scenarios
could lead to very interesting applications in health sciences and the study and treatment
of cancer.

We are, of course, aware that there are other methods, such as sensitivity analyses and
generalised additive models (GAMs), that do similar things to our tool. However, what
we consider ‘innovative’ here is the set of features of our tool, including ensemble runs,
attribution analysis and forecasting activities for small available datasets. Obviously, we
also know that the neural networks we used are quite simple (MLPs), and it is our intention
in the future to include more powerful networks in this tool. In this perspective article, we
only wanted to show the application potential of the current tool in the medical field.

Furthermore, our method should obviously be tested against the standard models
used in medical research, and this will be done in our future works.

Finally, we hope that this perspective article can induce more researchers to adopt
promising NN tools and their application methods in their influence analyses.
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